MAVEN 6.4.1.6.5.1.4 Release Notes
“Kennedy Release”
Released on January 31, 2014
General Overview of Kennedy Release 6.4.1.6.5.1.4

- General Overview of release
  - Universal updates for all users – page 3
  - Local Boards of Health – page 5
  - Epidemiology program – page 7
  - Refugee and Immigrant Health program – page 9
  - TB program – page 11
Universal Updates
for Kennedy Release 6.4.1.6.5.1.4
Universal

- On the print documents screen. The word “diseases” in the description for the EPI/Routine BOH Notification.rtf document is misspelled.  (MAEDSS-9015)

- Update Mumps, Typhus, and Flu sections of case classification manual in MAVEN help.  (MAEDSS-9060)
Local Boards of Health
LBOH

- Update the link to the foodborne illness complaint worksheet in MAVEN. (MAEDSS-9057)
Epidemiology
- Create a concern for Hepatitis C Medical Management events. (MAEDSS-9047)
- Change label for product code R/TY to Typhus Fever (MAEDSS-9052)
- Create new product code RESPO - Respiratory (Other) to capture non-influenza respiratory illness. (MAEDSS-9054)
- Update reportable disease and coinfection disease reference codes. (MAEDSS-9055)
Refugee and Immigrant Health Program
RIHP

- Add name to the CHW drop downs - CHW Name and Post RHA CHW Name. (MAEDSS-9062)
TB
Events not leaving the *TB- Online LBOH labs for review* workflow and update cache time to 15 min. (MAEDSS-9026)

LTBI Reporting Form results mapped inappropriately in MAVEN. (MAEDSS-9050)

Misspelled question “LBOH initial assessment done” in question package 8 of TB Module. (MAEDSS-9053)
Thank you

- If you have any questions or concerns about this latest release of MAVEN please contact the helpdesk at isishelp@state.ma.us or 617-983-6801
- We encourage and need user feedback to make the enhancements our users want and need to do their job effectively
- Many of the new features you will find in this release are directly from user feedback so please let us know what you think and give us your suggestions